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ABSTRACT

NTCIR-15 QA Lab-PoliInfo-2 establishes several tasks aimed at presenting pertinent information in resolving political issues. We, the akbl team, tackled the Stance Classification, the Dialog Summarization, and the Topic Detection tasks. For the Stance Classification task, we used, at first, a rule-based analyzer for extracting the opinion statements, then, for those left undetermined, we applied a BERT-based stance classifier on the debate statements. For the Dialog Summarization task, we first searched for the relevant segments, then we extracted the final sentence to form the output summary. For the Topic Detection task, we employed a clustering algorithm on the BERT embeddings of initial topic candidates extracted by using regular expressions, then their final topics were selected based on the centroid of each cluster.

TEAM NAME

akbl

SUBTASKS

Stance Classification Task(Japanese)  
Dialog Summarization Task(Japanese)  
Topic Detection Task(Japanese)

1 INTRODUCTION

The QA Lab-PoliInfo-2 (Question Answering Lab for Political Information 2) task at NTCIR-15 aims at complex real-world question answering (QA) technologies, to show summaries of the opinions of assembly members and the reasons and conditions for such opinions, from Japanese regional assembly minutes [1].

We reaffirm the importance of fact-checking because of the negative impact of fake news in the recent years. The International Fact-Checking Network of the Poynter Institute established International Fact-Checking Day on April 2 from 2017. In addition, fact-checking is difficult for general Web search engines to deal with, because of the “filter bubble” whose concept was proposed by Eli Pariser [2], which keeps users away from information that disagrees with their viewpoints. For fact-checking, we should confirm primary sources such as assembly minutes. The description of the Japanese assembly minutes is a transcript of a speech, which is very long; therefore, understanding the contents, including the opinions of the members at a glance is difficult. New information access technologies to support user understanding are expected, which would protect us from fake news.

2 STANCE CLASSIFICATION

2.1 Overview

Stance classification task aims at estimating politician’s position from politician’s utterances. In PoliInfo2, a system participating in the task estimates the stances of political parties from the utterances of the members of the Tokyo Metropolitan Assembly. Given the Tokyo Metropolitan Assembly topics (agenda), member’s list and political denomination list, the systems classify their stance into two categories (agreement or disagreement) for each agenda [1].

We developed a rule-based binary classification method as a baseline for the aforementioned task, referring to the politicians of the regular meeting, because the representatives of each faction hold a discussion at the end of the meeting to clarify their positions. Since the rule-based approach cannot classify statements that do not clearly agree or disagree with them, we construct a politician’s statement classifier to determine whether it agrees or disagrees with a given agenda. The implementation of the classifier used a neural network with BERT for prior learning [3].

2.2 Method

First of all, we divided a speech of a politicians into two parts. Since most of the politicians reveal their party affiliation when they first express their opinions on a certain proposition, we define this oral statement as an “opinion statements”, the detailed contents of the subsequent statements are defined as “debate statements”. The Rule-based approach is used for the former and the BERT-based classifier is used for the latter to classify the agreement or disagreement.

2.3 Classification using Rule-based approach

The overall rule-based process is shown in Figure 2.1. The Rule-based approach is used to classify “opinion statements”. The minutes of the meeting are obtained in accordance with the session, and the speeches of the members are checked. If all the statements of “agreement”, “disagreement”, “representative” and “position” are included, extracts them and classifies them as the stances of opinion. The party names to which politicians with an opinion statements belongs can be found by using a dictionary of the politicians name and the party he or she belongs to, which we developed ourselves. We constructed this dictionary by providing the
names of politicians to the search engine of the Tokyo Metropolitan Assembly website, and using BeautifulSoup [4] to extract the names of past proceedings and committee meetings, etc., and then searching for the party names annexed with the members’ names. In order to take into account the fact that some politicians have changed their political party affiliation, the date of affiliation to a certain party is added to the dictionary in addition to the name of the politician and his/her party.

After identifying the party names, we use cabocha, a Japanese dependency tool [5], to obtain the data for the opinion statements. We classify the data according to the following processes.

Step 1. If there is a reference to a person submitting the bill, make it clear whether she/he is the governor or a politician.
Step 2. to see if there are references to a specific bill number.
Step 3. Check whether there are statements of approval or disapproval for a certain range of bills.

The final output is a disagreement or agreement after summarizing the agreement and agreement for each congregation in a format similar to the example in Figure 2.1. In case there is no statement or no statement on the bill, “no mention” is output.

![Figure 2.1: The overall rule-based process](image)

2.4 Classification using BERT

We used the publicly available BERT Japanese Pretrained model for fine-tuning the classification task [6]. This model is trained based on the word segmentation by JUMAN [7], so we use the same morphological analyzer. In order to create the training data, from the data provided by Polinfo2 we extracted the statements of politicians that were a cause of agreement or disagreement of the bills, we used only those statements that were in complete match with the names of the bills.

However, since these statements almost always contain content other than the agenda item in question, and the maximum number of words that can be entered into the learned BERT is 512, some pre-processing must be applied. This time, as a simple preliminary step, if a statement contains a specific conjunction, it is determined that it is unrelated to the agenda, and all statements after the conjunction are deleted. Specific conjunctions cover the following patterns.

Specific conjunctions

(次に、次いで、続いて、その後に、さて、)

The above pattern does not match those that appear in the middle of an utterance, but only considers those with a punctuation mark.

The total number of training data is 460, and each row consists of assertion (“agreement” or “disagreement”), labels (“0”: disagreement or “1”: agreement), and utterances from the beginning. In order to classify sentences, a classifier was created to perform a binary classification. We conducted an additional test to see if giving not only the debate statements(doc) of politicians but also party names that made the statement(doc+party) contributes to the improvement of the accuracy of the classification.

2.5 Results

In order to evaluate the system, we sampled 60 test data from 460 training data and examined the percentage of correct responses in the agreement/disagreement classification when only doc and doc+party were given. The percentage of correct answers is shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Correct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT: doc</td>
<td>0.633</td>
<td>38/60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT: doc+party</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>40/60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: percentage of correct answers with preprocessing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Correct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT: doc</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td>41/60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT: doc+party</td>
<td>0.783</td>
<td>47/60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The highest scores were attained for those with preprocessing and giving the party names, suggesting that there is a high correlation between the debate statements and party names.

For the formalrun submission, we used two systems based on our two classifiers. The one employed only the rule-based classifier. When the result of the classification was “no mention”, it simply outputted “agreement” since it was expected in the majority. The other employed both classifiers. It firstly asked to the rule-based classifier, then when “no mention” it asked to the BERT-based classifier. When no opinion statement was found for the given agenda, it outputted “agreement” same as the former. The BERT-based classifier was trained again by using all the available
460 samples for the latter system. The formalrun results were shown in Table 2.3.

At the time of the rule-based approach, the percentage of correct answers was over 90%. However, the score did not change even when additional classification was implemented. This may be due to the fact that most of the politicians’ statements were dominated by opinion statements that could be judged on a rule-based approach, and in this experiment we were only able to provide only six available debate statements in the test data. Also, the reason why the accuracy did not change at all could be due to the fact that the classifier’s misclassification constant is as large as the number of correct answers.

### 2.6 Further experiments

After the formalrun, we tried to improve the BERT-based classifier by revising our pre-processing method on the training data and by augmenting the available training data. In this section, we describe several techniques we have used to remove unnecessary text unrelated to the agenda in the training data.

#### 2.6.1 Preprocessing with Bag of Words

In most cases, politicians who are given the right to speak state a wide range of opinions, agreement or disagreement, suggestions, and requests for several agendas. When the content of the agendas being referred to changes, most politicians often state the conjunctions such as “next, “ “following,” or “finally” and so on. However, there are many politicians who suddenly start referring to different agendas, and inconsistent statements may appear in the debate, and the frequency of the words that appear before and after the statements is expected to change significantly. In addition, as mentioned in section 2.3, since only statements that exactly match the name of the bill are used, the latter part of the statement is more likely to be unrelated to the name of the bill.

Therefore, we apply Bag of Words (BoW) to the sentences of the politicians’ speeches punctuated by punctuation marks, and calculate the similarity between the sentences based on the frequency of word occurrences. The comparison between sentences should be limited to the frequency of occurrence of noun phrases, and when only the billnumber is mentioned, there is a high possibility that the degree of similarity between sentences cannot be calculated. In that case, the billnumber is rewritten to be followed by the bill(e.g. "第十四号議案について申し上げます" → "第十四号議案 (東京都議会議員の議員報酬)について申し上げます"). This is the name of the bill that has been added for comparison purposes only, so it should be deleted when adding it to the training data.

In this study, we used two methods BoW and BoW'. To calculate the similarity between sentences and construct the training data, which are defined as follows using procedures.

**BoW** Compare the first sentence $t$ with the $t+1$ sentence and consider each to be semantically identical if at least one word matches. Continue comparing $t+1$ and $t+2$... and so on until the end of the sentence is reached, and if there is no match, all subsequent sentences are deleted.

**BoW'** Starting from the first sentence $t$, compare to $t+1$, $t+2$... and so on until the end of the sentence is reached, and if there is no match, all subsequent sentences are deleted.

#### 2.6.2 Preprocessing with Dynamic Programming

We performed text segmentation using Dynamic Programming (DP) as a method to remove statements that are not relevant to the agenda from the statements of the politician. The premise is that the smallest unit to consider a segment is a sentence. That is, one data point in sequence data is one sentence. In this case, the segmentation is performed by using a technique that uses the cohesion of words in the segment as a score and maximizes the total score through DP [8]. The implemented text segmentation procedure is as follows using procedures.

**Step 1.** Define a text data class and $h(t, t+2)$ to compute the score in the segment, GetLength() to return the length of the text.

**Step 2.** Let $T$ be the list of sentences in the text, $L$ be the list of words in the text (using MeCab), and define an $L \times T$ scale matrix $F$ that represents similar words between sentences.

**Step 3.** The matrix $F$ is a sparse matrix, and the words are extracted from each sentence, and if a word in $L$ is in $T$, the index of the word is taken from the list $L$ and $1$ is assigned to the row of the index in the matrix $F$.

**Step 4.** Define the product of the matrix $F$ and its inversion matrix as the matrix $D$ that represents the similarity between the sentences $i$ and $j$. The same sentences are set to $0 (D_{ij} = 0)$, and this matrix $D$ is used to compute the score within a segment.

**Step 5.** The similarity of all the sentences in the segment is added together and divided by the length of the segment to obtain the score. The evaluation function $J$ is defined with the start point of the segment as $t_1$ and the end point as $t_2$.

$$J = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{t_2} \sum_{j=1}^{t_2} D_{ij}}{(t_2 - t_1)}$$

**Step 6.** A discussion sentence and an arbitrary number of segments are given to the recursive function of DP as an object, and the division point of the segment where $J$ is the largest is returned as an index.

We define a series of processes as DP, apply them to the content of the politicians’ statements, and record the first segment obtained into the training data, and delete all other segments. Since the number of segments must be given arbitrarily to the DP, the number of segments resulting from the BoW' is input here.

#### 2.6.3 Further experimental results

The proposed three methods and the baseline training data were tested to see if they contribute to improve the accuracy of the classification. As a baseline, we used training data based on the specific conjunction described in Section 2.4. We also augmented the size of the available training data for BERT-based classifier by adding the statements whose mention of agenda name matched not exactly but approximately with the given agenda. We employed edit distance for the proximity calculation. The total number of data was...
457 without data augmentation and 509 with data augmentation (referred to as DA).

In order to verify the accuracy of the training data, 60 data items were randomly sampled from the training data and used for verification. These 60 data items were made to be identical to the data sampled in Section 2.5, examined the percentage of correct responses in the agreement/disagreement classification when only doc and doc+party were given. The percentage of correct responses for each proposed method was shown in Table 2.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>BERT: doc Accuracy</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>BERT: doc+party Accuracy</th>
<th>Correct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.8000</td>
<td>48/60</td>
<td>0.7667</td>
<td>46/60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoW</td>
<td>0.8500</td>
<td>51/60</td>
<td>0.8833</td>
<td>53/60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoW'</td>
<td>0.9000</td>
<td>54/60</td>
<td>0.8833</td>
<td>53/60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP</td>
<td>0.8833</td>
<td>53/60</td>
<td>0.8833</td>
<td>53/60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline+DA</td>
<td>0.8167</td>
<td>49/60</td>
<td>0.8500</td>
<td>51/60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoW+DA</td>
<td>0.8333</td>
<td>50/60</td>
<td>0.8333</td>
<td>50/60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoW'+DA</td>
<td>0.8500</td>
<td>51/60</td>
<td>0.8167</td>
<td>49/60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP+DA</td>
<td>0.8667</td>
<td>52/60</td>
<td>0.8667</td>
<td>52/60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total number of data itself increased compared to the experiment in section 2, and the accuracy of the baseline method was higher than that of the experiment in section 2. For all the methods with data expansion using edit distance, the accuracy rate was higher than before the data augmentation, but this did not lead to a significant improvement in accuracy, and it was also observed that the addition of party did not directly contribute to the improvement in accuracy.

3 DIALOG SUMMARIZATION

3.1 Overview

Dialog summarization task aims to produce a summary, taking into account the structure of the dialogue in local councils. Given the minutes of the Tokyo Metropolitan Assembly, the topic, speaker’s name, and a word limit on the summary, the system will produce a summary based on the topic and within the character limit. Segmentation was done on the given minutes and only the parts related to the summarization were used, and the final sentence extraction was used for the summary.

3.2 Method

Our system generates a summary by following the steps below.

Step 1. Collect all utterances of the speaker from the given speaker name.

Step 2. Divide the utterances into segments by finding the topic changes using regular expressions.

Step 3. From the obtained segments, select the segment related to the given topic based on the word similarity with a given topic, and create a summary sentence from the selected segment within the limited number of characters.

3.3 Segmentation

Since the speaker may be speaking about more than one topic, it is necessary to search for utterances that are relevant to a given topic. All utterances of the speaker are concatenated into one and then divided using a regular expression to create a segment for each topic. The regular expressions used are shown in Table 3.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>regular expression</th>
<th>accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(見え</td>
<td>所見</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(言い</td>
<td>で</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(言い</td>
<td>で</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(言い</td>
<td>で</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(言い</td>
<td>で</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(言い</td>
<td>で</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(言い</td>
<td>で</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(言い</td>
<td>で</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(言い</td>
<td>で</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(言い</td>
<td>で</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(言い</td>
<td>で</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(言い</td>
<td>で</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(言い</td>
<td>で</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The regular expressions shown in Table 3.1 are commonly used when the questioner has finished asking a question on a topic [9].

We search for words in the topic from the created segments, and use the segment in which the word is found for summarization. At this time, the agenda is morphologically analyzed using Mecab [10], and only the words excluding particles are used for the search. If a word is found in the topic from more than one segment, all segments containing the word are arranged in order of utterances and the first one uttered is used. Also, if no words in the topic are found in any segment, all segments are arranged in order of utterances and the first one uttered is used in the summary.

One of the characteristics of speech in the Tokyo Metropolitan Assembly is that speakers speak about multiple topics in sequence, so they always finish speaking about one topic before speaking about the next. Therefore, if a segment is related to a particular topic, that segment can be excluded from the selection of segments related to another topic. In this way, by reducing the number of candidates when selecting the segment related to the topic, the segment can be selected more accurately. Therefore, if a word on the topic is found in only one segment during segment selection, that segment is determined as a segment related to that topic and excluded from candidates for subsequent segmentation.

3.4 Summarization

We use final sentence extraction for summarization. The last utterance of the segment obtained by segmentation is output as a summary sentence.

3.5 Results

The ROUGE score of the automatic evaluation index was 0.0621 [11]. Table 3.2 shows an example of the system output and correct answers.

From Table 3.2(a), the output of the system is within the limited number of characters, and the content of the sentence is the same as the correct summary, but vocabulary used is significantly different. On the other hand, in the case of Table 3.2(b), the output of the system has completely different from the correct summary due to incorrect segmentation. correctining the wording of the output sentence and more accurate segmentation are our future work.
4 TOPIC DETECTION

4.1 Overview

The purpose of the Topic Detection task was to present a “list of appropriate topics” from the minutes for each council member [1]. We considered the topics in Togikai Dayori[12] to be appropriate topics. From the Togikai Dayori, topics and summaries compiled from the minutes are posted for each council member. Since Togikai Dayori is created by a skilled person, the topics posted on it can be considered appropriate. Therefore, in this task, we aimed to create a system that produces output that is as similar as possible to the topics in Togikai Dayori.

4.2 Method

In this task, a minutes is used as input. Questions and answers are recorded in the minutes. First, we extract candidate topics from the utterances of questions and answers using regular expressions and part of speech. We found the number of the extracted candidates was more than that of Togikai Dayori. We also found that some candidates share a same meaning. Therefore, we clustered the candidates to summarize them. In clustering, topic candidates were converted to feature vectors by Pretrained SBERT[13]. By using these vectors, we expect topics are well classified, and a list of appropriate topics is created.

The specific process is as follows using procedures.

Step 1. Extract topic candidates from question/answer utterances

Step 2. Convert candidate topics to feature vectors with SBERT

Step 3. Cluster those feature vectors

Step 4. Select a topic from each cluster based on the centroid

The details of each step are shown below.

Step 1. Extract topic candidates from question/answer utterances.

In utterances, topic are often included before “について (About)”

Therefore, by extracting that part, it can be treated as a “candidate topic”. We used the following regular expressions to extract candidate topics.

• (Nouns | Prefixes | Independent Verbs | Specific Particles)+について (about)

The first half of the regular expression means that matching of the part of speech. MeCab[?] used to obtain the part of speech. We capture the matched part of speech and use it as a candidate topic. We also implemented filtering to reduce extraction errors. In the method, candidate topics are extracted only those preceded by a sentence breaks (punctuation marks). The idea behind that comes from the observation that topics often exist at sentence breaks. In addition, since “,” (,) is sometimes used as a delimiter to describe words in parallel, if the word before “,” (,) is a noun, “,” (,) is converted to “・・” and extracted together with the word.

Step 2. Convert candidate topics to feature vectors with SBERT.

These vectors will be used in the next step (clustering). We used Sentence BERT (SBERT)[14]. In clustering, elements are classified according to their Euclidean distance from each other. SBERT is a distance-learned BERT model by the Siamese Network. Distance learning means that data that are semantically close are trained to be closer in vector space and data that are semantically farther apart are trained to be apart in vector space. Therefore, the distance between the vectors of SBERT is more accurate than the distance between the vectors of normal BERT. In this system, we used the pre-trained SBERT model in Japanese[13].

Step 3. Cluster candidate topics to group similar topics.

The feature vector obtained in the previous step is used. We implemented clustering using scikit-learn k-means[15]. The initial position of the cluster is determined by k-means ++ and the metric is the Euclidean distance. In k-means, it is necessary to give the number of clusters k as a parameter. k is equal to the number of topics in the final output list. We defined k = (number of cadidates topics extracted from questions and answers) x (constant C). For example, if C = 0.5, half of the extracted candidate topics will be output to the list. When we decided on C less than 0.2, topics with low relevance were grouped into the same cluster. On the other hand, when we decided on C greater than 0.2, topics with duplicate meanings were output. Therefore, we decided on C = 0.2.

Step 4. Select a topic from the cluster.

The closest topic is selected from the Centroids in the cluster. The metric is the Euclidean distance. The selected topic is finally output to the list as a "predictive topic".
4.3 Previous method

At the time of formal-run, we used the method without SBERT. The differences between each step are shown below.

Step 1. The following regular expressions were used.
- \(\text{(Noun | Verb | Adverb | Adjective | Prefix | Particle)+}\)
  - \(\text{について (about)}\)
  - \(\text{に関する (a question about)}\)
  - \(\text{な (ga)|に (ni)}\)

In addition, filtering is not performed to reduce extraction errors.

Step 2. Calculate the similarity between candidate topics extracted from questions and answers and remove candidate topics with low similarity. Similarity is determined by the character match rate. This process gives results like the filtering of the previous step.

Step 3. Cluster using the similarity. The method is single-link hierarchical clustering.

Step 4. Select a topic from the cluster according to the extraction order. The candidate topic extracted earlier is selected.

4.4 Results

As an example, some of the system output topics and Togikai Dayori topics are shown in Table 4.1.

This task was manually evaluated. We compared the topic output from the system with the topic of Togikai Dayori and counted the number of matches between the two topics. Evaluation was based on the number of matches. The topic output from the system is defined as the "predicted topic", and the topic of Togikai Dayori is defined as the "correct topic".

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Measures against new coronavirus)</td>
<td>formal-run (without SBERT)</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td>0.356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Tama City Monorail toward Machida</td>
<td>camera-ready (using SBERT)</td>
<td>0.403</td>
<td>0.543</td>
<td>0.462</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compared to the formal run version, the evaluation value was improved in the camera-ready version. One of the reasons is that SBERT required more meaningful expressions and better similarity. Another reason is that k-means++ determines the distributed initial position, and the output topic list has distributed contents.

The results of the error analysis are shown below.

- Inappropriate sentences are extracted as topics. For example, there is an utterance, "基本的な考え方について知事の見解を伺うとともに..." (Along with asking the governor’s view on the basic idea...). Since this system extracts the expression appeared before "について (about)", the candidate topic "考え方 (idea)" is extracted.
- Some topics cannot be extracted by regular expressions. For example, there is a correct topic "東京ユアコイン (Tokyo Your Coin)" in Togikai Dayori. The first utterance of this topic was "先日、東京ユアコインの実証実験を丸の内のランチタイムに体験しました。 (The other day, I experienced a demonstration experiment of Tokyo Your Coin at lunch time in Marunouchi)". From such utterances, it is difficult to extract topics with specific expressions such as this system.
Candidate topics not selected from the cluster may become correct topics. For example, in this system, the candidate topics "汲髒ألميَث (power harassment in schools)" and "涸تعلم (air-conditioning installation in school gymnasiums)" are included in the same cluster. Since Togikai Dayori includes only the topic "涸تعلم (air-conditioning installation school gymnasiums)" if "汲髒ألميَث (power harassment in schools)" is selected as a predicted topic, it will be incorrect.

There are topics that cannot be summarized in Togikai Dayori. For example, there is the utterance "人格を問う。 (Next, I have a question about the Olympics and Paralympics.)" In this system, "人格を問う。 (Olympic and Paralympic)" are extracted as candidate topics. However, there is no similar topic in Togikai Dayori. Therefore, if "人格を問う。 (Olympic and Paralympic)" is selected as a predicted topic, it will be incorrect.
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